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The Seven Deadly Needs
A split between members of a six-person club called the “Seven Deadly Sins” led to the shooting ... Get all the stories you need-to-know from the most powerful name in news delivered first ...
Split among members of 'Seven Deadly Sins' led to Alabama mass shooting: sheriff
The movie shows how the picture-perfect life of Gabrielle (Rose Rollins) turns upside down when her devious half-sister Keisha (Serayah) turns up ...
'Envy: A Seven Deadly Sins Story' Full Cast List: Meet Serayah, Rose Rollins, Kandi Burruss and rest of the stars in Lifetime thriller
Producer-director Aditya Chopra has launched Yash Chopra Saathi Initiative to provide support to the industry’s daily wage earners affected by the pandemic The deadly coronavirus pandemic has plagued ...
NEED OF THE HOUR
Lifetime's anthology is based on books by Victoria Christopher Murray and Envy is about a woman who wished she had a sister, only to realize her worst nightmare come true ...
'Envy: A Seven Deadly Sins Story': Air time, how to live stream, cast, trailer and all you need to know about Lifetime thriller
The F-111 was born of a Cold War dispute between the Air Force and Navy. Here is how they came together to make this special jet. The General Dynamics F-111 Aardvark was a low-altitude strike plane ...
Legendary: Meet the Unique (and Deadly) F-111 Aardvark
Hitman 3 Patch 3.30 arrives on May 10. The patch will also mark the start of Season of Pride and see the inclusion of the second Seven Deadly Sins expansion, Pride. All players who have purchased the ...
Hitman 3 Patch 3.30 makes toilets attractive, fixes the Arkian Tuxedo Suit, and more
Anger over the scale of devastation in the fierce second wave of Covid and its impact on Prime Minister Narendra Modi's government has caused deep disquiet in the ranks of the ruling BJP ...
Prime Minister's team need to be changed: RSS dissatisfied over centre's Covid management
During the second wave, Manitoba gained a great understanding of what it's like to try and fail to slow the spread of COVID-19. This makes the events of the third wave more difficult to comprehend.
Lockdown 3, the one everyone could foresee
Several justices from Brazil’s Supreme Court say a ruling last year that banned police raids into Rio de Janeiro favelas, or slums, must now be reviewed after one of the ...
Top judges in Brazil want review after deadly police raid
That's what I need to be able to, even if it's pretending, put that face on and be able to say, ‘OK another day.’” Mothers have persevered with fortitude and grit to become part of the backbone of our ...
'We just need to yell': How mothers across Delaware have survived a devastating year
A fight inside a Wendy’s restaurant in Miami caused injuries to an employee and resulted in a deadly shooting, officials said. The suspected shooter escaped.
Fight at Wendy’s in Miami leads to deadly shooting
As May arrives, the US is taking a major step toward resuming normal life, with cities, businesses and entertainment venues announcing plans to begin reopening after the deadly winter surge ...
As America starts to reopen, experts warn more people need to get vaccinated
Kenya became the second country in East Africa after Uganda to confirm the deadly Indian Covid-19 variant responsible for a spike in infections and fatalities in India. Acting Director-General for ...
Indian Covid-19 variant ‘transmissible, deadly, can dodge vaccines’
India's deadly Covid-19 second wave has devastated big cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Lucknow and Pune. Hospitals and crematoriums have run out of space, and funerals are taking place in car parks. But ...
India Covid-19: Deadly second wave spreads from cities to small towns
Kevin Anthony Agudelo wanted to live in a country where corruption was not part of everyday life. That dream motivated the electrician to join thousands of Colombians ...
Corruption, economic woes spark deadly protests in Colombia
Oxygen and vaccine supplies remain scarce in India, as the death toll and number of new cases continue to rise amid the devastating second wave of COVID-19. Former CBSN producer Athyunnath Eleti ...
What it's like living in the middle of India’s deadly COVID-19 wave
Volunteers continue searching for the seven men who still remain missing following the Seacor Power disaster in the Gulf. Community members say they won’t stop ...
Families hanging onto hope 17 days after the deadly disaster in the Gulf
White nose syndrome refers to a white fungus that develops on bat’s face as it hibernates, awaking the bat early before it has enough fat to survive.
Deadly fungus reaches New Mexico bats. Carlsbad Caverns conducts white nose syndrome research
Mayor Walt Maddox sat down with BamaCentral to reflect on the 10-year anniversary of the April 27th tornado that killed 53 people and injured over 1,200 more in the city of Tuscaloosa ...
With the Help of Alabama Athletics, Tuscaloosa Has Been Rebuilt Stronger 10 Years Following Deadly Tornado
Colombia's President Ivan Duque has begun meetings with civil society groups and political opponents who want action taken on poverty and unemployment and an end to police violence, in an effort to ...
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